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Before I started my career as a tester, I was a
scientist doing research in particle physics, and
my years in science trained me to be skeptical,
inquisitive and open to new approaches. It was
the idea of continuous learning and exploration,
always working toward the next discovery that
attracted me to science in the first place.
I’ve found many parallels between science and
testing, but lately I’ve started feeling that maybe
we’re getting stagnant. I go to conferences to be
inspired and get new ideas, but it’s starting to
feel like I’m hearing the same things over and
over again. What are the new ideas and trends in
testing? What’s a new approach or technique
that you’ve tried lately?

I think there is currently a lack of testing
innovation, and testing as a profession is not
evolving as fast as I would like it to. In this article,
I’ll try to frame the problem as I see it, but I’m
not going to give you answers or solutions – my
goal is actually to raise questions. And hopefully,
convince you to help me start a test revolution.
Stating the Problem
We live in a world where Moore’s law1 describes
an incredible development of hardware

capabilities, but where software also keeps
getting more and more complex, and tools and
methods are continuously evolving. From a
software development perspective the world
seems to just keep spinning faster and faster,
and in more and more intricate patterns. Is
testing really keeping up with the advances of
development? Are our testing approaches
evolving as quickly as the new technologies, or is
testing being left behind, using the same
methods and techniques we were using a decade
ago?
Thinking Inside the Box
How do you usually approach testing? Like in so
many other situations, we often simply revert to
doing things the way we did last time. It seemed
to work then, and why change something that’s
working? We use what we already have in terms
of test tools, test environments and test data.
How often do we instead question the habits
we’ve developed?

Have you ever heard – or said – “it can’t be
tested”? If it’s part of the product, and expected
to be used, it likely can – and probably should –
be tested. But it’s easy to shy away from testing
problems where there is no obvious solution and
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use the excuse that it “can’t be done”.
We sometimes do a great job of limiting
ourselves, developing boundaries we decide
can’t be crossed and creating a comfortable little
testing box that we hide in. Can we lift ourselves
out of that box, and should we try to?
The Solution
Testers in general, and agile testers in particular,
need to get more innovative, and find new ways
to test more efficiently, and effectively. I think
we should start a test revolution! I want testers
to be more creative and come up with new ideas,
not only at execution time but also when we
start planning testing. To become more creative
and innovative, testers should ask for input from
all team members and try to make the test
planning a group effort.

Quality is a Team Effort
Quality is a team effort – it’s everyone’s
responsibility. Testing itself cannot increase
quality – as a tester I can inform you of potential
issues, but I don’t fix them, or even decide if they
should be fixed. Testers are not gatekeepers.
Testers are carriers of information. Don’t forget
– we all have the same objective regardless of
role: building a high-quality product! We’re on
the same side.

The first thing to do before we start testing is to
understand why we are testing – what does
quality mean to us?
Is it a product that is:






Functional
Fast
Reliable
Compatible
…?

Testers don’t get to make that call – it should be
a collaborative activity that involves the whole
team. The quality criteria that we decide are the
most important will then guide the focus of
testing.
Next we need to look at the product risks – what
are we worried about? What do we think might
go wrong? Testing can help us feel more
comfortable and confident with our product by
mitigating risks through testing, thereby helping
to build a higher quality product. Everyone needs
to contribute to the risk analysis to add his or her
own unique perspective. A developer will see
different risks than a tester, etc. Risk analysis is a
team activity.
Time to Test
Let’s assume we have a joint understanding of
what quality means to us, and we’ve agreed on a
set of product risks that we want to mitigate by
designing tests that can reveal the
corresponding failures. Now what? How do we
actually test?
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This is where we should try to think more in
terms of what we need and not what we have:






What tools do we need – not “what tools
do we have”
How much documentation do we need –
not “what documentation do we usually
produce”
How will we generate test data – not
“what data do we have”
What test environments do we need –
not “what environments do we have”

If the first question is “What do we need to
test?” then the second question is “How can we
do that?”. Sometimes it might not be worth the
effort - or even doable - but we need to at least
consider it, without letting technical obstacles,
accepted so called “best practices” or culture
stop us from discussing new and potentially
conflicting suggestions and ideas. The tester role
is not static - we need to continuously update
our skills, learn new tools and methodologies.
But where and how do we find these new ideas?
Brainstorming

Is this where the teamwork ends? Not at all! This
is where we need to be innovative, and creative,
and work together – as a team – to come up with
new ideas. If we need a tool that we don’t have
– how can we get it? Can we buy it, or build it?

The most common approach to generating
innovation and stimulating creativity is typically
brainstorming. There’s only one problem with
that. Brainstorming doesn’t work.

Follow your Nose Testing
Nobel laureate Dr. Michael Smith at UBC
advocated “follow-your-nose research” in his
field, biotechnology; he was willing to pursue
new ideas even if it meant that he had to learn
new methods or technologies. Similarly testers
should do “follow-your nose testing”, exploring
new approaches and questioning old habits.
“Following your nose” means trusting your own
feelings rather than obeying rules and
convention or letting yourself be influenced by
other people’s opinions.

Brainstorming is the brainchild of Alex Osborn,
who introduced “using the brain to storm a
creative problem” in his 1948 book “Your
Creative Power”2. The most important rule of a
brainstorming session is the absence of criticism
and negative feedback, which of course makes it
very appealing – it’s nice to get positive
reinforcement.
Brainstorming was an immediate hit, and almost
70 years later we’re still using it frequently.
However, in 1958 there was a study at Yale
University that showed that working individually
rather than in brainstorming sessions generated
twice as many ideas – brainstorming was less
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creative!3 This has later been confirmed by
numerous scientific studies.
The biggest problem with brainstorming is
groupthink – our decision-making is highly
influenced by our desire for conformity in the
group. We tend to listen to other people’s ideas
instead of thinking of our own, which also means
that the first ideas mentioned get favoured.
Collecting the brainstorming participants’ ideas
in advance counter this to some extent, and also
helps introverts take a more active part in the
discussion.

The original concept of brainstorming also limits
debating and criticism, but debate and criticism
don’t inhibit ideas: they actually stimulate them.
A debate is a formal discussion on a particular
topic in which opposing arguments are put
forward. The whole idea is that people
participating have different opinions. Debating
should be done respectfully, but the aim is not to
be agreeable. Criticizing is about providing
feedback, but doesn’t in itself imply that the
feedback is negative. It should be a constructive
approach to weighing pros and cons against each
other.
Innovating Testing
Innovation is stimulated by a diverse group that
debates, criticizes and questions ideas. Make
sure to include everyone on the team. Problems

need to be approached from different angles.
Quality concerns everyone, and remember –
we’re a team and we all have the same goal, so
we should be cooperating and working toward
the same end. That means that everyone has a
vested interest in testing. And everyone should
have a right to provide input on test planning.
Including non-testers means including people
who don’t know why something can’t be done.
Innovation is about asking “Why?” and “Why
not?” Let’s not limit ourselves.
Sometimes innovation requires that you dare
throwing everything away and starting over.
Innovation isn’t always the newest thing:
innovation can be using old concepts in new
combinations or new ways. Innovation is not
always a huge change either – it can be small
improvements too. But it is a change. Innovation
is part of human nature: we’re all inherently
innovative and can learn to be even more
innovative. There’s no such thing as “I’m not
creative enough”. Curiosity can be trained out of
us, but it can also be trained back in. Keep in
mind too that innovation doesn’t always lead to
better ideas.

We also can’t forget that lifting the thinking
outside of the box requires providing an
environment where it feels safe to voice ideas
that might be considered outrageous, crazy or
expensive. Everyone’s opinion counts, and
everyone’s opinion is valuable.
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Summary
The problem in my mind is two-fold. First, there
is what I see as a stagnation, which I would
almost describe as compliance. Maybe testing
has become compliant? Are we too prone to
agreeing and obeying rules and standards,
standards that are often forced upon us from
outside of the testing community? Part of the
solution I believe to be follow-your-nose testing.
What I’m asking for is that we try to invent new
approaches to testing, or re-invent testing. Is
there another way of testing this? Why are we
testing it this way? Why are we not testing it this
way instead?





Define what quality means to us
Identify product risks
Provide input on test planning

If it’s all about the team, does this mean we don’t
need dedicated testers anymore? No. Testers
need the input from all different roles, and hence
perspectives, but the actual task of testing still
requires a special skill set. Testers are trained to
have a different mindset than other roles.
Testers have unique knowledge and experience
of typical failures, weak points, etc. Testers are
user advocates. But testers are not on the other
side of the wall – they’re part of the team.
Testers don’t break software – testers help build
better software.
What about the Revolution?

Then there is the teamwork aspect. Testing
tends to often take place in isolation, even in
agile environments. Testers should do most
testing, and I strongly believe that there is still a
tester role on an agile team, but everyone should
participate in test planning. Testing just isn’t an
isolated activity!
Everyone needs to work together to:

A revolution is “a dramatic and wide-reaching
change in the way something works or is
organized or in people's ideas about it”.
I believe we need a big change – we need to
change how we think about testing. But who will
start the revolution? Regardless of your current
role, I want you to be part of it - help me
revolutionize testing. You can make a difference
- your ideas could be what will make testing take
the next evolutionary step.
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